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Chronically  dieting  or  str iving  for  fat  loss  is  not  sustainable

nor  healthy .  Eventually  you  will  get  to  the  point  in  a  cutting

phase  (aka  diet  or  low  calorie  l i festyle )  whereby  i t ' l l  be  t ime

to  implement  a  strategy  for  long-term  health  and

metabolism  processing .  Together we will  need to create a
strategy with a systematic approach for adding calories
while maintaining body weight and leanness, improving
function of hormones/metabolism, and/or start adding
muscle. During  this  t ime ,  you  can  expect  your  food  to

increase ,  cardio  to  decrease  and  fat  loss  to  stall .
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Why can I NOT lose
weight on low calories?

Illustration Credit: Precision Nutrition
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Your  metabolism  is  adaptive ,  meaning  that  i t  changes  often

under  the  pressures  that  you  provide  i t .  When  you 've  been

in  a  cutting  phase  for  a  while  you  may  notice  fat  loss

slowing  down .  This is a normal .  I f  you  are  someone  who  is

dieting ,  but  not  losing  weight ,  you  may  be  tempted  to

lower  your  calories  even  more  to  push  fat  loss .  Sometimes  

you  will  see  this  happen  to  yourself  or  others  while  on  a

very  low  calorie  diet  without  any  more  fat  loss ,

This  is  the  perfect  example  of  metabolic  adaptation  from  a

cutting  phase .
This  not  going  to  be  you  because  you  are  going  to  enter  a

reverse  diet !  (Remember :  There  is  a  t ime  and  season  for

everything ) .  Lasting  fat  loss  happens  in  phases  too-  you

already  cut  so  now  we 're  going  to  start  reverse  dieting  to

maintain  your  weight  for  a  while .  This  will  allow  us  to  have

a  high  and  healthy  metabolism  for  the  future  cut !

Why Reverse Calories?

o u r  G o a l s  a n d

O b j e c t i v e s

Stop  Calorie  Deficit

Focus  on  long-term  sustainabil ity

Maintain  metabolic  health

Enjoy  the  mental  break  of  dieting

Appreciate  your  body  for  i t 's  progress

this  far
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  You  get  as  lean  as  you  can  (think

really  really  low  bodyfat  % (physique

competitors  BUT  restoration  phase

after  dieting  is  for  everyone )

Your  body  is  no  longer  responding  to

dieting  as  i t  should  be  ( i .e .  many  weeks

of  staying  pretty  much  the  same  even

with  adjustments  in  macros

You  just  aren 't  able  to  adhere  to  low

calories  anymore

You  have  been  compliant  in  a  cutting

phase  for  20-24  weeks  or  longer

You 've  been  eating  low  calories  as  a

lifestyle

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .
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How to Know
When to Reverse
Calories
WE  KNOW  I T 'S  T IME  TO  START  MAKING

OUR  WAY  INTO  A  REVERSE  CALORIE

INTO  A  RESTORATION  PHASE  WHEN  ANY

OF  THE  FOLLOWING  THINGS  HAPPEN :
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PHASE START  DATE END  DATE
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How Long Will This Take?

CUTTING

(OR  LOW  CALORIE  L IFESTYLE )
JANUARY 2020 APRIL 2020

RESTORATION  PHASE MAY 2020 AUGUST 2020

CUTTING  SEPTEMBER 2020 DECEMBER 2020

This is a very common question and while there's no 'one size fits all'

answer, there is a general rule of thumb to plan on spending as much

time in a restoration phase as you did in a dieting phase. So if your cut

lasted 3 months, plan on AT LEAST 3 months in a restoration phase.

Here is a visual of what our game plan could look like.
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 ability to implement the plan consistently
 how your body responds, everybody responds different

 how deep into a calorie you are when starting the reverse

 your dieting history and mental battles with calorie increase

This plan is over simplified and will vary according to your

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Will I Gain
Weight When

I Reverse
Calories Up?

A  " lean  bulk "  will  be  a  small  calorie  surplus  to  build

muscle  mass  with  some  fat .

A  "dirty  bulk "  will  be  a  large  calories  surplus ,  to  build

muscle  faster  but  more  fat  gain  will  come ,  Both  will

change  your  body  composition  to  be  more  muscular .

It  depends  on  i f  you  choose  bulking  or  maintaining  as  your

goal  for  the  reverse  diet  into  your  restoration  phase .

I f  you  choose  to  maintain ,  we  will  increase  your  calories

slowly  to  a  point  of  your  new  maintenance  calories .  I 'd  say

most  people  f luctuate about 3-5 lb.  in at maintenance
which  is  mostly  due  to  your  body  holding  a  l i tt le  extra

water  from  the  carbs  we 've  added .  This  is  very  minor  and  is

well  worth  the  metabolic  benefits  (and  i t  comes  back  off

quickly ) .

I f  you  bulk ,  yes ,  you  will  gain  weight  because  we  will  take

calories  above  maintenance .
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Your Restoration
Roadmap
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DECIDING  WHICH  ROUTE  YOU  SHOULD  TAKE

Cutting Phase

Cutting Phase

Bulk Maintain

Restoration

OR
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bu i ld  musc le

eat  a  l o t  of  food

do  l i t t l e  to  none  card io

make  a  huge  di f fe rence  musc le  mass

a re  ok  with  ga in ing  some  weight

have  a  pos i t i ve  re la t ionsh ip  with  your  body

can  app ly  4 -6  months  to  cons tant

improvement  and  heavy  weights

CHOOSE

which route is better for you
mainta in  your  cur rent  body  fo reve r

eat  a  l i t t l e  more  food

do  l e s s  card io

get  ready  fo r  another  cut

get  a  menta l  break  f rom  l ow  ca l s

a re  not  ok  with  ga in ing  5+ lb s
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Real RESULTS
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Cutting

Phase

Restoration Phase

(lost 3lbs more)

Lost 10lbs, eating 500 more

calories per day
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Real RESULTS
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Lost 12lbs through her restoration and cut!

Husband and wife reversed their calories

up in their restoration phase.

Him: lost 40+ lbs   Her: lost 25+ lbs
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FAQs
I'm not at the weight I feel comfortable maintaining!
Why do I have to reverse?
Sustainable, healthy fat loss happens in phases. I get that

you want this- but you want to keep it, right? If we worked

12 months together and you lost all the weight you

wanted, then stopped dieting and started consuming

more calories have adapted, this can lead to regaining lost

weight very quickly, and in many situations, even gaining

more fat than you lost in the first place. By instead being

more gradual with calorie increases, much of that can be

greatly minimized. This is not a quick fix but it is a lasting

solution.

Why do we have to change cardio too?
Your body becomes pretty easily adapted to cardio. If

you've been doing 3 cardio sessions per week for the last 2

years your body  adapts high cardio activity. it can also

become adapted to less cardio sessions in a positive

manner. So if we back off the cardio a bit now, when we

do go to cut again it's going to be a big shock to your

system and encourage fat loss. Basically your system only

adapts when forced to- so when you do the same things

over and over there's no reason for your body to want to

change.

How do I limit fat gain and ensure muscle gain?
Compliance .  Hit  your  macros ,  get  your  workouts

in ,  fol low  the  plan  and  don 't  stress  Stressing  will

be  your  biggest  obstacle ,  but  i f  you 're  will ing  to

leave  i t  at  the  door ,  you  will  be  successful .
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FAQs
What will happen if I've been eating very low calories
for a long time and choose not to reverse diet?
This is a very common question and most likely coming

from a place of fear to increase calories or wanting to rush

the process. The most common result of not reverse

dieting is WEIGHT GAIN or WEIGHT REGAIN. This is

because your metabolism will continue to adapt your low

calorie lifestyle. You will not have a healthy body

composition (fat to lean mass ratio) and your body's

metabolism will continue to decrease over time. This plus

an accumulation of poor food choices as a result of defeat

in your body, will accelerate the rapid weight gain as time

goes on. The more time you spend in a low calorie

diet/lifestyle, the harder and longer it will take to make a

comeback. I promise, this is the best choice for you!

I've seen people lose more fat by reverse
dieting/bringing calories up. I would love to lose fat
and eat more food. Will this be my result too?
The  way  that  you  will  respond  is  individual  to

your  body ,  hormones ,  compliance ,  length  of

dieting ,  history  of  dieting  frequency ,  and  how

low  into  a  calorie  deficit  you  have  reached .

Reverse  dieting  will  result  in  one  of  three

changes :  maintenance ,  weight  gain ,  or  fat  loss ,

You  cannot  control  or  choose  which  outcome

your  receive ,  BUT  i f  you  stay  consistent  to  the

process ,  a  CUT  will  be  much  easier  and  effective

after  a  reverse  diet .
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I  hope  that  this  packet  has  given  you  insight  and

understanding  to  the  concept  of  reverse  calories

and  restoration  phases .  As  we  start  this  journey

together ,  you  are  more  than  welcome ,  even  highly

encouraged  to  ask  me  questions !  This  process  is

not  to  be  overlooked  or  disregarded  and  the  more

clear  we  can  be  on  this ,  the  better  the  outcome

you  will  have !

1 1

Let's Go!!
I F  YOU  HAVE  ANY  QUESTIONS ,

PLEASE  LET  ME  KNOW .

FITNESS COACH

JENNIFER  WALL
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@jennwallfitness

@jennwallfitness

Fit and Fulfilled

Jenn Wall Fitness

S T A Y  U P D A T E D ! !

https://www.instagram.com/jennfitvegan/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/jennwallfitness
https://www.facebook.com/jennwallfitness/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8-JBAySIEWrJdQPblaDj8g?view_as=subscriber

